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Introduction
The Grenfell Tower Memorial Commission is working with community engagement
specialists, Kaizen, to listen to and understand views, ideas and hopes for the Grenfell
Tower memorial.
From August to November 2020, Kaizen began engagement with bereaved and survivor
families and started outreach engagement on the Lancaster West Estate and in the local
community in North Kensington. Almost 800 people have shared their views so far.
The Commission’s work is still in its early stages and we want to ensure that findings reflect
the views of the bereaved who are at the heart of the future memorial. The process of
developing the vision for the memorial will continue over the coming months. If you would
like to participate in these conversations, please see contact details on the next page.
Emerging views on the memorial
In conversations so far, emerging thoughts are that the memorial should be a peaceful,
respectful tribute. Kaizen’s question, ‘Which three words would you want to use to describe
the Memorial’ gives provides insight on views about the starting point for the vision – how the
memorial should feel.
These words have been grouped into a core themes – in essence, people were using
different words to express the same broad vision for the feel of the future Memorial. The four
main themes (representing over 75% of the words given) are:
•
•
•
•

Peaceful and reflective
Respectful and remembrance
Hope and positive
Community and love

The full list of words people shared can be seen in the ‘word cloud’ below.

To see these word clouds in different languages (Arabic, Amharic, Farsi, Italian, Somali,
Spanish) and to take a closer look please visit www.grenfelltowermemorial.co.uk
Do these emerging findings resonate with you? Share your thoughts with Kaizen at
grenfellmemorial@kaizen.org.uk or on 020 7082 5508.

Keeping in touch with the Grenfell Tower Memorial Commission
Email GTMCSecretariat@communities.gov.uk or phone 0303 444 4831
Visit www.grenfelltowermemorial.co.uk (and sign up to the mailing list via the ‘contact’ page)
Follow @GrenfellTowerMC on Twitter
If you are interested you can find out more about Kaizen’s appointment in MHCLG’s Grenfell
Community Update (dated 21 August): www.gov.uk/grenfell-community-updates
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